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Source Control 
 

The Contract Inserter add-in is hosted at https://bitbucket.org/fmc3/contract-inserter  and can be 

cloned via the hg clone command.  

 

Debugging and Running Locally 
 

Follow these steps to run or debug the add-in after a fresh check out: 

1. Open  contract-inserter/ContractInsert/ContractInsert.sln  

2. Navigate to  Tools->Options->Add-in/Macros Security 

3. Add the contract-inserter/ContractInsert/AddInXML  directory to “Add-in 

File Paths”. This registers the add-in with Visual Studio.  

4. Open the project properties page of the ContractInsert project . 

5. Select the Debug panel. 

6. For “Start Action”, select “Start External Program” and enter in the path to 

denenv.exe. This is the Visual Studio executable. The path is most likely something like this 

on your machine for Visual Studio 2012: C:\Programs (x86)\Microsoft Visual 

Studio 12.0\Common7\IDE\devenv.exe.  

7. For “Command Line Arguments” enter “/resetaddin 

ContractInsert.Connect”. This resets the addin every run so local changes are applied.  

 

System Architecture  
 

This sections outline the basic architecture and information flow of the Contract Inserter.  

 

Overview 
 

The Contract Inserter is a  Visual Studio add-in that provides a graphical interface for discovering likely 
contracts for a C# project and easily inserting them as Code Contracts. 
 
The Contract Inserter discovers likely contracts by observing an execution of the program using a three 
step process: 
 

1. Instruments the program using Celeriac1 
 

2. Executes the program (or test-suite) to generate a program trace 
 

3. Runs Daikon2 on the program trace to generate a set of likely contracts 
 

                                                             
1
 http://code.google.com/p/daikon-dot-net-front-end/ 

2 http://groups.csail.mit.edu/pag/daikon/ 

https://bitbucket.org/fmc3/contract-inserter
http://code.google.com/p/daikon-dot-net-front-end/
http://groups.csail.mit.edu/pag/daikon/
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All of the contracts reported by Contract Inserter were true for the observed execution (i.e., are “sound” 
with respect to the execution). However, since the observed execution may not cover all possible cases, 
some contracts may be too specific or uninteresting artifacts of the observed execution. 
 

Visual Studio Add-ins 
 

An add-in, such as the Contract Inserter, is a compiled dynamic-link library that runs in the Visual Studio 

integrated development environment. From a development perspective, add-ins are special because the 

developer gains programmatic  access to an instance of DTE2,  a top level object in the Visual Studio 

Automation Model . A DTE2 object automates all aspects of Visual Studio, including performing builds, 

querying project files, editing source code, adding project references, and much more.  

Every add-in contains an auto-generated class named Connect. When Visual Studio is started, 

Connect.OnConnection is executed once for each registered add-in, loading it into Visual Studio. 

When an add-in selected within the Visual Studio interface, Connect.Exec is called for that 

particular add-in. Thus, Connect.Exec is the ideal location for the developer to add custom behavior. 

Typically within Connect.Exec, the DTE2 object is passed as an argument to another class which 

implements the functionality of the add-in. Below is the relevant source code from the 

Connect.Exec function of the Contract Inserter: 

ui = new ContractInserter(dte2); 
ui.Show(); 
 

In this code, a ContractInserter object is instantiated (and then displayed) by passing it the DTE2 

object. 

Contract Generation 
 

Contract generation is the process of generating Code Contracts for a single C# Visual Studio project and 

determining where in the source code where those Code Contracts belong. The figure below outlines 

the major steps generation.  
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Figure 1: A high level view of generation workflow.  Purple boxes are actions performed by 

IContractGenerator.  

 

ContractInserter does not manipulate the DTE2 object directly. Instead, work is deferred to a 

ContractGenerator object ( a wrapper around the DTE2 object ) that implements 

IContractGenerator. This separates user interface code (ContractInserter) from 

functionality (ContractGenerator).  

IContractGenerator specifies a single method, Generate, that generates Code Contracts for a 

single C# Visual Studio project. Generate  takes a String as a parameter that is the name of the 

project to annotate. In step     of the diagram above, ContractInserter calls Generate on 

IContractGenerator to begin the contract generation process. Once the contract generation 

process is complete, IContractGenerator passes back a data structure representing the generated 

Code Contracts, as shown in step    . Steps    ,    ,     and     represent the contract generation 

process and are described below.  

Contract generation begins by building and parsing the selected project . If there are compilation errors, 

generation fails, otherwise the project is parsed to find and store a reference to every CodeClass, 

CodeFunction and CodeProperty in the project. A CodeFunction is a Visual Studio 

automation  object representing a single function. It exposes the properties of a function, such as its 

parameters, attributes, and text buffer. CodeClass and CodeProperty objects serve the same 

purpose for classes and properties, respectively.  

(2) Build Project 

and Parse Source 

Code 

(5) Match Parsed 

Project Source Code 

To Contracts File 

Data 

(6) ContractInserter receives generated 

Code Contracts. 

(4) ContractParser 

parses the 

.contracts file 

(3) FrontEndLoader runs 

Celeriac and Daikon, 

producing a .contracts file. 

Code Contract 

Generation 

(1) ContractInserter calls Generate 

on IContractGenerator.                  
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The next step of generation is the FrontEndLoader which runs Celeriac and Daikon in separate 

processes. If a .contracts file is supplied prior to generation, the FrontEndLoader step is  

skipped entirely. If a .dtrace file is supplied, only Daikon is run. The ContractParser translates 

the .contract file into a data structure representing the generated invariants and the function 

signatures they belong to.  

The final step of generation is matching. Matching is the process of linking the parsed Visual Studio 

automation objects (CodeFunction, CodeClass etc.)  to the generated invariants specified in the 

.contract file created by Daikon. For example, the .contract file may contain some invariants for 

the function foo. To insert one of these invariants as a Code Contract in the source code, the 

CodeFunction representing foo must have been parsed, otherwise the text buffer of foo is 

unavailable and no textual insertion can occur. The invariants of foo are said to be matched if the 

CodeFunction represented foo was parsed a priori. Matching is complicated by C# language 

features such as XML documentation, partial classes, static constructors, operating overloading, contract 

classes, interfaces etc. and was one of the trickier pieces to get correct.  

Source code related to contract generation is found within the Generation folder of the Contract 

Inserter solution.  

Contract Abstraction 
 

Figure 2: Simplified interfaces for ProgramFunction and ProgramContract. 

UserInterface receives a Collection<ProgramFunction> upon successful generation. 
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After generation, ContractInserter receives a Collection<ProgramFunction>. Each 

ProgramFunction represents an individual function and contains a List<ProgramContract> 

as a field.  A ProgramContract represents a single requires, ensures, or invariant Code Contract and 

provides an Insert and Delete method, which adds or removes the contract form the associated 

function, respectively.  FunctionSource is a wrapper class around Visual Studio code model pointers 

(such as CodeFunction or CodeClass). It performs the actual insertion and deletion of text into the 

source code buffer. 

The ProgramFunction class exposes two events. ContractModified occurs when the insertion 

type of one of its ProgramContract changes (for example, when a contract is inserted). 

FiltersModified occurs when an InvariantFilter is added or removed from the 

ProgramFunction. UserInterface registers update functions to these events.  

Source code for ProgramFunction, ProgramContract and FunctionSource is found within 

the Abstraction folder of the Contract Inserter solution.  

 
 

Contracts is a 

Collection<ProgramContract> 

Parent is a ProgramFunction 

Red arrows represent 

program flow  
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User Interface  
 

This user interface is built using Windows Forms. Source code related to the user interface is found 

within the UI folder of the ContractInserter solution.  

 

ContractInserter.cs (the main interface dialog), ProjectView.cs (function selection tree view), and 

ContractList.cs (contract selection list) are the main components of the UI.  

 

Installer 
 

To create the installer, build the Installer project of the Contract Inserter solution. The installer has 

two jobs. The first is copying all the required files to the installation folder. The second is the execution 

of installation code, such as setting registry values and environment variables. Installation code is 

located in a separate project, named InstallerAction. The InstallerAction project has one 

code file, AddinInstaller.cs, containing a class that implements the Installer object. If you 

wish to debug the installation code, you must uncomment the line Debugger.Break() inside the 

Install method and then run the installer within Visual Studio.  

 

Usage Scenarios & Supporting Features 
 

This section outlines several features of the Contract Inserter and describes how they contribute to the 

overall design goal of making is as easy as possible for a developer to add relevant Code Contracts to 

their project. This is not a comprehensive feature list, but rather an illustration of how different usage 

scenarios guided feature development.  

 

Feature Usage Scenario/Goal 

 
Namespace-Class-
Function Module 
Selection 
 
 

 
Code Contracts are added on a per-function basis. A function is selected by 
clicking the corresponding node in the namespace tree (one function can be 
selected at a time). This workflow consists of reasoning about the contracts of a 
method one at a time. 
 
The hypothesis is that this is how developers add Code Contracts to their project 
anyways. Thus, organizing by namespace and class is a reasonable way to break 
up the task of annotating the interesting parts of the module that correlates with 
the experience of most developers. Additionally, there is an assumption that the 
developer is deliberately adding contracts to their project as an isolated task (as 
opposed to when debugging) and possibly over many sessions. Function-by-
function selection allows for easy partitioning of work across the module.  
 
Alternative workflows do exist. For example, it may be beneficial to reason about 
contracts related to a member variable across many functions rather than the 
unrelated contracts belonging to a specific function. This approach is less 
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intuitive and also more difficult to implement.  
 

 
Multiple Insertion 
Types 

 
A developer can select one of four insertion types for each contract: 
 

1. Insert as Code Contract. 
 

2. Insert as documentation.  
 

3. Mark as false (the contract is not inserted). 
 

4. Mark as implementation detail. The contract is true, but is neither 
enforced or exposed via documentation (the contract is not inserted). 

 
A filter allows for toggling the visibility of contracts marked as a certain type. For 
example, all contracts marked as false can be hidden from view. 
 
It is not immediately clear why any option other than insert as a Code Contract is 
supported. Inserting as documentation exists because a developer may wish to 
notify clients without actually enforcing the invariant. Mark as false and 
implementation detail are included as a way for users to filter out contracts so 
that the remaining contracts are ones that have been added or need to acted 
upon.  
 
Note that it does not make sense to insert as a Code Contract and as 
documentation. The Visual Studio documentation generation tool includes an 
option to insert existing Code Contracts as documentation, so this prevents a 
contract from appearing in the documentation twice.  
 
 

 
Invariant Filtering 

 
Only a subset of generated invariants are interesting to any given developer.  A 
design goal was to make it easy to quickly filter out invariants deemed 
uninteresting. 
 
There are several reasons an invariant may be uninteresting: 
 

1. Triviality. For example, 1 == 1. Trivial invariants should never appear in 
the first place. 

 
2. Uninteresting variables. A user may not care about invariants involving 

certain variables.  
 

3. Unrelated variables. If two variables are unrelated, a developer is likely 
not interested in inserting contracts that compare those two variables.  
 

4. Undesirable classes of invariants. A good example are typeof invariants, 
such as this.getType() == typeof(MyType). 
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Right clicking on a contract displays a contextual filtering menu that allows for 
filtering based on properties similar to the clicked contract. Thus, when an 
uninteresting contract appears, it and similar contracts can be quickly removed , 
just like the “Filter messages like these” option in Gmail.  
 
Filters are applied to individual functions because most filters do not make sense 
globally. For example, a filter involving function parameters  can only apply to 
that function. Class filters also exist, but can only be created using the member 
variables of that class. When a filter is applied to a class, an instance of that filter 
is added to each of its functions.  
 

 
Support for 
Advanced Code 
Contract Features 

 
Another design goal was seamless integration with Code Contracts technology. 
This increases the cohesiveness of the entire tool chain. 
 
A class marked with the ContractClassFor attribute is a special class that 
defines the Code Contracts of an interface. When inserting a Code Contract onto 
a function whose contracts are defined in a contract class, the Code Contract is 
inserted onto the contract class and not the implementation class. The user 
interface displays the source code and documentation for both classes 
simultaneously.  
 
See the ‘Modifications to Daikon’ section for more examples of this goal in 
practice.  
 

 

Modifications to Daikon 
 

This section outlines modifications made to Daikon necessary for the Contract Inserter.  

C# Daikon Output Format 
 

The Contract Inserter relies on Daikon to output invariants as valid Code Contracts. This required the 

implementation of an additional Daikon output format named csharpcontract (pass the flag                 

--format=csharpcontract to Daikon to activate). The major goals of this output were to 

1. Take advantage of C# language features. 

 

2. Output  idiomatic C# code.  

 

3. Avoid reflection (it is slow and not type safe). 

 

4. Use as few helper functions as possible. Helper functions are provided in an external C# library. 
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5. Low verbosity. 

The C# output differs primarily from other outputs (such as java or JML) in its handling of field arrays 

(Daikon uses the notation array.field to denote the array achieved by calling field on every 

element of array, hence, an array of fields). Other formats use a helper function that generates the 

final array via reflection, such as MakeArray(array, “field”) == x, to indicate the value of 

field for every element array is x. The C# output splits the array portion from the field within a 

ForAll statement, such as Contract.ForAll(array, x => x.field == x). In cases 

where using a ForAll is not possible, the Select method is used. For example, array.Select(x 

=> x.field). This is type safe and avoids reflection.   

Helper functions  were introduced     when an invariant cannot be expressed in a single expression 

(such as greatest common denominator) and     when an invariant is too verbose. To elaborate on    , 

imagine the contract Contract.Requires(Contract.ForAll(array, x => x.field == 

1 || x.field == 2 || x.field == 3 || x.field == 4). In this case, a OneOf 

method is introduced so the contract reads  Contract.Requires(Contract.ForAll(array, 

x => x.field.OneOf(1, 2, 3, 4)). This is idiomatic code that takes advantage of C# 

extension methods. The OneOf method is the only helper function introduced to reduce verbosity.  

Finally, because Code Contracts does not supply a Contract.Implies function, a helper method 

was introduced for implications  (as opposed to using negation).  

Extra Metadata 
 

Some features of the add-in require additional pieces of metadata for each contract. For example, 

filtering  out contracts by variable requires knowledge of which variables are contained in each contract. 

This is a very difficult problem if just given the text of the contract. Instead, this is solved inside Daikon, 

where there is access to the underlying data structures that represent each invariant. The 

csharpcontract format outputs additional metadata information for each contract in addition to 

just the C# contract text. The changes required to print extra metadata are found within 

daikon/PrintInvariant.java of the Daikon source code.  

 

As more detailed metadata information is required, it may be worth investigating Java/.NET 

interoperability to gain access to Daikon data structures directly within the add-in.  

 

Source Control 
 

The changes required to enable the Daikon C# format (as well as the C# helper library) are hosted at 

https://bitbucket.org/fmc3/daikon-c-sharp-contracts and can be cloned using the hg clone 

command.   

 

https://bitbucket.org/fmc3/daikon-c-sharp-contracts
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Note that the directory structure of this repository matches the directory structure Daikon so that 

changes can be applied by merging the root folder. In the future, these changes will be integrated 

directly with Daikon.  

  


